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ABSTRACT Due to its intuitive stroke-based user interface, edit propagation has wide applications such as
image recoloring and relighting, tone editing, imagematting, etc. This paper presents a function interpolation
method for efficient edit propagation on 360 degree panoramas. Given a panoramic image as input and
user-specified strokes as edit hints, our approach adopts an adaptive sampling strategy based on the diversity
of local color distribution. By selecting themost representative samples, this strategy can significantly reduce
the number of samples. We assume that the projection of the input panorama is known, so that it can be
mapped to a 3D unit sphere where the spherical distance metric can be defined. Then edit propagation
is formulated as a radial basis function interpolation problem, which can be efficiently solved by using
the non-negative linear least squares. We also utilize a multi-resolution strategy and a function look-up
table for further acceleration. Experimental results show that our method can efficiently propagate edits
on high-resolution panoramas and produce seam-free and smooth editing results.

INDEX TERMS Edit propagation, 360 degree panorama, function interpolation, adaptive sampling,
seam-free.

I. INTRODUCTION
Metaverse is the most fashionable concept on the Internet
today. As major technology companies announce their entry
into this field, Virtual Reality (VR) technology is gaining
more and more attention recently. As one of the key tech-
niques, VR content manipulation, such as 360◦ panoramic
image and video editing, has attracted much research atten-
tion and many efforts have been made to improve the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of the editing tools. Given the massive
demand, it has been increasingly important to create an intu-
itive and efficient editing tool for VR content manipulation.

Panoramas are produced by stitching multiple images
with partial overlapping [1], [2], so they usually contain
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much more pixels than ordinary images, and require
more efforts in editing and processing. To alleviate
the labor-intensive region selection in image appearance
(e.g., color, brightness) editing, the stroke-based interaction
has been proposed [3]–[5]. Instead of precisely selecting all
the pixels for editing, stroke-based tools allow users to draw
only a few strokes in the regions of interest, where the edits
can be propagated to related regions instantly. We state that
stroke-based editing is ideal for panorama editing because of
its intuitive interaction and efficiency. However, due to their
spherical nature, applying the method directly can not ensure
satisfactory results, and may lead to unexpected seams and
inconsistent propagation, see Fig. 1.

Very recently, Zhang et al. [6] proposed an efficient man-
ifold preserving edit propagation on 360◦ panoramas.
To obtain seam-free and visually pleasing editing results, they
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introduced the spherical distance metric and constructed the
manifold structure for each pixel in the spherical domain.
Despite the successful applications onmany real world exam-
ples, the method in [6] still suffers from several problems.
Firstly, their spherical distance metric is approximated by
the chord length between two points on a sphere, which is
not that accurate under certain circumstances. Secondly, it is
still time-consuming to find the K-nearest neighbors even
with the multi-resolution strategy. Thirdly, the algorithm is
composed of several components, including K-D tree con-
struction, KNN search, and K-D tree interpolation, which are
complex and not easy to implement.

In previous works, the most efficient and easy-to-
implement edit propagation approach is proposed by
Li et al. [7], who formulated the propagation as a function
interpolation problem. The complexity of their method is
independent of the resolution but closely related with the
samples on strokes; thus, it is speedy for sparse edits. How-
ever, for 360◦ panoramas, the number of samples is always
significant due to their high-resolution nature, which may
increase the computational cost.

Inspired by previous works [6], [7], we propose a function
interpolation method for edit propagation on 360◦ panora-
mas. Our key observation is that strokes in complex regions
require more samples to construct the smooth functions in the
affinity space. Thus, instead of randomly sampling a certain
proportion of samples, we adaptively determine the num-
ber of samples on each stroke. Secondly, for seam-free and
consistent propagation, we incorporate the spherical distance
metric into the panorama pixel distance calculation. Given a
panorama with known projection as input, we first map the
planar image to a unit sphere. The distance between pixels can
be calculated by the considerable circle distance on a sphere.
We formulate the edit propagation as a radial basis function
interpolation problem, which is easy to implement, and only
needs to solve a small linear systemwhose size is proportional
to the number of samples.We further accelerate the algorithm
by a multi-resolution strategy and a function look-up table.

Actually, compared with the manifold preserving propaga-
tion [8]–[10], the function interpolation based method may
cause halo artifacts at regions with color blending. How-
ever, for edit propagation on 360◦ panoramas, we focus
on changing the appearance of large-scale background and
foreground, e.g., sky, grassland, and floor. Thus, the color
blending problem in edit propagation can always be ignored.
Our method can reach a good balance between efficiency and
visual effects, and the main contributions can be listed as
follows:
• We propose a function interpolation based method for
edit propagation on 360◦ panoramas, which can produce
seam-free and consistent propagation in the spherical
domain.

• For efficient propagation on 360◦ panoramas with tens
of millions of pixels, we propose an adaptive sampling
scheme for function interpolation, which can greatly
reduce the computational cost without sacrificing the

editing quality by adaptively determining the number
of samples according to the diversity of local color
distribution.

The organization of this article is as follows. We first
briefly review the techniques related to our work in Section II.
Then we describe the detailed algorithm of edit propagation
on sphere as well as the acceleration scheme in Section III,
and evaluate the performance of our method in Section IV.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK
A. EDIT PROPAGATION
Edit propagation aims to edit the appearance (e.g., color,
brightness, contrast, etc.) of images/videos by propagating
the sparse edits from user-specified strokes to other regions,
which avoids the tedious and laborious interactions in region
selection. Colorization using optimization [3] is a pioneering
work in stroke-based image editing, which avoids precise
image segmentation and accurate region tracking. Followed
by [3], Lischinski et al. [4] presented interactive local tonal
value adjustment by drawing sparse strokes and using sliders,
which provides more control than previous methods. In 2008,
An et al. put forward the term edit propagation for the first
time in Appprop [5], where user-specified edits on strokes
are automatically propagated to spatially-close regions with
similar appearance. Although providing intuitive interac-
tions, the propagation methods above often suffer from the
huge memory and computation cost. To solve this problem,
Xu et al. [11] proposed a K-D tree clustering-based approx-
imation scheme for affinity-based edit propagation, which
accelerates the calculation and reduces the memory cost
without sacrificing the visual fidelity. Sampling-based meth-
ods have been widely used in image editing, such as
matting [12]–[14], edit propagation [7], [15], due to the
advantages in terms of speed and space. Huang et al. [14]
proposed a pixel-level discrete multi-objective sampling
method for matting, which aims to solve the conflicts among
multiple sampling criteria and incomplete sample spaces
problem. Li et al. [7] further reduced the time and space
complexity of edit propagation by reformulating the propaga-
tion as a function interpolation problem in high dimensional
space. Bie et al. [15] applied efficient stroke sampling to cal-
culate the affinity between image pixels and strokes, which
can significantly reduce the number of clusters, thus making
great acceleration. Similar to [7], [15], Yatagawa et al. [16]
proposed the sparse pixel sampling, and a new approxi-
mation model for image color and edit interpolation based
on affine combinations. To improve the visual quality of
edit propagation, Ma et al. [17] introduced antialias map
to remove aliasing artifacts. Chen et al. [8] proposed mani-
fold preserving edit propagation, which seeks to represent
each pixel as a linear combination of its neighbors in high
dimensional feature space by using locally linear embed-
ding, and produces more robust and visually satisfactory
results. Despite the advantages of [8], it has high memory and
computational costs. For efficient manifold preserving edit
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propagation, Ma et al. [9] and Chen et al. [10] proposed to
solve the optimization on clusters instead of pixels by using
the K-D tree and quadtree structures. To further improve
the performance of edit propagation, many learning-based
methods are proposed. Under the observation that similar
features get analogous edits, Oh et al. [18] constructed edit
propagation as a classification problem using the Supported
VectorMachine in feature space. Chen et al. [19] proposed an
efficient edit propagation for extensive data based on sparse
and editable dictionary learning. Using the deep learning
architecture, Endo et al. proposed DeepProp [20], which can
extract deep features from a single image for edit propagation.
Gui et al. [21] regarded edit propagation as amulti-class clas-
sification problem and built an end-to-end DNN to solve it.

B. 360◦ PANORAMA PROCESSING
Recently, 360◦ panoramas, which refer to 360◦ videos/images
that cover a 360◦ × 180◦ viewing range, have become more
and more popular due to the immersive experiences. There-
fore, it has become more critical to process 360◦ panora-
mas efficiently. Xu et al. [22] conducted an extensive survey
on state-of-the-art works in 360◦ video/image processing
in terms of perception, assessment, and compression, and
looked forward to the future research trends on it. At the same
time, Wang et al. [23] surveyed the recent advances in VR
content creation and exploration based on the deep learning
framework, which includes the problems, future directions,
and emerging research areas. They believed that the deep
learning method in VR constitutes an emerging research
area in visual media computing. Currently, researchers focus
on processing for better viewing and navigation. Under
the Atlanta world assumption, Jung et al. [24] proposed an
optimization-based method for the upright adjustment of
360◦ spherical panoramas. Without the lines or horizon
detection, a deep learning-based method [25] for auto-
matic upright adjustment of 360◦ panoramas was proposed.
To remove fast jitters in 360◦ videos and provide a better
viewing experience, Koph [26] proposed a hybrid 2D-3D
method, which applies a deformable rotationmotionmodel to
stabilize 360◦ videos. To cope with undesirable camera shak-
ing and rotations, Tang et al. [27] proposed the joint sta-
bilization and direction of 360◦ videos. For comfortable
360◦ video playback, Kang et al. [28] proposed an interac-
tive and automatic 360◦ video navigation system, which
can provide an optimized camera path that contains salient
events. Although successful, [28] calculated only a single
camera path for navigation. To catch all regions of interest
in 360◦ video navigation, Wang et al. [29] presented Transi-
tioning360, which can compute diverse content-aware NFoV
virtual camera paths in a coarse-to-fine manner. For an opti-
mal viewing experience, Lai et al. [30] presented a system
for converting 360◦ videos into an NFOV hyper-lapse, using
the visual saliency and scene semantics. Content editing is
another direction for 360◦ panorama processing, but there
is little research work in this field. Zhu et al. [31] proposed
a novel method to complete holes in 360◦ street views

panoramas by using the optimization-based projection, which
effectively avoids distortions. Zhao et al. [32] addressed the
cloning problem in 360◦ panoramas using the spherical mean
value coordinates (SMVC) as weights. Sumantri et al. [33]
proposed a hierarchical generative network for high qual-
ity 360◦ panorama synthesis. Very recently, Zhang et al. [6]
proposed an efficient method to propagate sparse edits on
360◦ panoramic images using the manifold preserving frame-
work, which is further accelerated by adaptive K-D tree
clustering.

III. ALGORITHM
Fig. 1 shows the flow chart of our algorithm. The input to
our method is an equirectangular panoramic image and some
strokes indicating regions to relight/recolor (white/colored)
or remain unchanged (black). We first quantize the input
image using fewer color levels and adaptively collect samples
on strokes according to the distribution of color clusters.
Then, we construct Radial Basis Functions (RBF) on the
sphere and obtain the edit at each pixel by RBF interpola-
tion. Finally, the editing result is rendered according to the
calculated edits.

We list notations frequently used in this paper as follows.
Let P be the input equirectangular image, which is quan-
tized into P′ for adaptive sampling. User-specified strokes
are defined as {γu}, and the color clusters on each stroke is
represented as �u = {�u,v}, where v refers to the index of
each cluster on the uth stroke. To uniformly distribute the
samples on strokes, we further define the pixel set in each
cluster as Qu,v = {Qmu,v}, where m is the index of each pixel.

A. FUNCTION INTERPOLATION BASED EDIT
PROPAGATION
As stated in Section II-A, edit propagation aims to propagate
the sparse edits on user-specified strokes to the entire image
or video, where similar editing results appear on similar
pixels. We characterize each pixel by a high dimensional
feature vector fi = {ci/σc,pi/σp}, where ci and pi refer to
the color (e.g., RGB or Lab space) and position (e.g., x and
y coordinates) respectively, and σc and σp are used to control
the importance of the two terms. To reduce the computa-
tion and memory cost in the optimization-based propagation,
Li et al [7] reformulated the propagation as a function inter-
polation problem and solved it by using the Radial Basis
Functions (RBF). In their method, the edit at each pixel
{ei|ei ∈ [0, 1]}, which indicates the amount of change in
color, light, etc., can be approximated by the summations
of RBF, as follows:

ei =
∑
j∈9

ajσ (‖fi − fj‖), (1)

where 9 refers to the sample set randomly selected from the
strokes; σ is the basis function of RBF, which is defined as
Gaussian function, i.e., σ (x) = e−x

2
; fi is the feature vector

of a pixel as described above. To obtain the coefficients {aj},
we need to solve the following equation, which aims to
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FIGURE 1. Flow chart and comparisons. We first quantize the input image and adaptively collect samples on strokes. Then, we perform RBF interpolation
to obtain the edit at each pixel, which is visualized by the propagation mask. Finally, the editing result is rendered according to the calculated edits.
We also compare our method with previous 2D edit propagation methods [10], [16], and provide spherical and zoom-in views for better visualization.

minimize the differences between user-specified edits and the
edits by RBF interpolation:

argmin
aj

∑
k∈1

(gk −
∑
j∈9

ajσ (‖fk − fj‖))2, (2)

where gk refers to the user-specified edit at pixel k , and 1 is
the set of all pixels on the user-specified strokes.

In our implementation, the energy function defined in Eq. 2
is constructed according to the selected samples and the
user-specified edits on strokes. Then, the energy function is
solved using the linear least squares with the non-negative
coefficient constraints [7], and the edit at each pixel is cal-
culated by Eq. 1. Finally, the editing result is rendered by
applying the calculated edits (e.g., light, color) to each pixel.

B. ADAPTIVE SAMPLING
Li et al.’s proposal [7] of edit propagation by function interpo-
lation is very promising, due to its efficiency and simplicity.
In their method, the complexity of the edit propagation is
independent of the number of pixels, and only related to

the number of samples on strokes. However, their sam-
pling strategy is not always effective when the strokes are
dense, since the complexity of the function interpolation
will increase dramatically under this condition. Besides, the
randomly selected samples are difficult to represent the color
distribution of strokes.

Inspired by [7], we propose an adaptive strategy for pixel
sampling on strokes, which can greatly reduce the number
of samples without sacrificing the visual quality of editing
results. As described in Alg. 1, we first apply the K-means
clustering [34] to quantize the colors of the input panoramic
image P into P′, which is visually similar to P but with fewer
color levels, and can be used to analyze the color clusters on
each stroke. Then, the number of samples on each stroke is
set as:

Nu = cos ξu · |�u| · η, (3)

where ξu ∈ [−90◦, 90◦], |�u| is the number of clusters on
each stroke, ξu is the average latitude of the area covered by
the stroke, and η is a weight ranging from 1.0 to 2.0. In this
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way, the uniform distribution of the samples on the sphere can
be ensured.

Although Eq. 3 is effective to distribute samples to strokes,
it cannot ensure the uniform distribution of samples in each
cluster, due to the fact that the clusters contained on each
stroke may have similar ξu and η values. For each stroke,
we first enumerate the pixels in each color cluster, and then
sort the clusters in a descending order by the number of pixels
contained in each cluster. Note that clusters with too few
pixels are discarded. In our implementation, we discard the
clusters in which the number of pixels is less than 5% of the
total number of pixels on the stroke. We assign samples to
each cluster according to the number of pixels belonging to
that cluster, and clusters with more pixels will be assigned
with more samples. The number of samples in each cluster is
calculated as:

Nu,v =
|Qu,v|∑
v |Qu,v|

Nu, (4)

where |Qu,v| refers to the number of pixels belonging to the
vth cluster on the uth stroke. Finally, we randomly select
Nu,v samples in cluster �u,v, and add the selected samples
and user-specified edits to the adaptively selected sample
set {ζw}. In experiments, we found that Eq. 4 helps to dis-
tribute samples more uniformly, which is important for effi-
cient and effective edit propagation.

Algorithm 1 Adaptive Sampling Algorithm
Input: Panoramic Image P and strokes {γu}
Output: Adaptively selected samples {ζw}
1: P′ = K-means_Quantization(P)
2: for each stroke γu in P′ with color clusters �u do
3: Set the number of samples on each stroke by Eq. 3
4: Sort the clusters in a descending order by the number

of pixels contained in each cluster
5: Discard the clusters with too few pixels
6: for each cluster �u,v do
7: Calculate the number of samples in each cluster

Nu,v by Eq. 4
8: for m = 1 to Nu,v do
9: Randomly select a sample in cluster �u,v
10: Add the sample and user-specified edit to {ζw}
11: end for
12: end for
13: end for

Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of sampling on a stroke
of the quantized panorama. There are two different strategies
for sampling. The random sampling cannot ensure the full
coverage of all color clusters, while our adaptive sampling
strategy can generate more representative samples.

C. EDIT PROPAGATION ON SPHERE
Edit propagation has been extensively studied in planar 2D
images. However, simply extending it to 360◦ panoramas

FIGURE 2. Schematic diagram of two different sampling strategies.

may introduce visible seams and inconsistent propaga-
tion. To solve these problems, Zhang et al. [6] proposed
a manifold-preserving method for edit propagation on
360◦ panoramas. Although effective in many examples,
their method still suffers from several problems, such as
inaccurate spherical distance definition and complicated
implementation.

To effectively propagate sparse edits on 360◦ panoramas,
we redefine the function interpolation based on spherical
coordinates. See Fig. 3, for a pixel S(α, β) on an equirect-
angular panorama, we first map it to the spherical coordi-
nate system. More specifically, each planar pixel (α, β) is
projected onto a unit sphere where their 3D coordinates S ′

(x, y, z) can be computed as:
x = cos θ cosφ
y = cos θ sinφ
z = sin θ.

(5)

Here θ and φ refer to longitude and latitude respectively,
and can be calculated as:{

θ = 2π (α−W/2.0)/W
φ = −π(β−H/2.0)/H ,

(6)

where W and H refer to the width and height of the input
equirectangular panorama respectively.

The main difference between spherical and planar edit
propagation lies in the spatial distance measurement. Differ-
ent from [6], which uses the Euclidean distance to approxi-
mate the actual distance on the sphere, we use the great circle
distance to measure the shortest distance between pixels on
the surface of a unit sphere. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the
spherical distance between S ′ and T ′ is actually the arc length
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FIGURE 3. Pixel definition on the spherical coordinate system, and the spherical distance definition.

_
S ′T ′ corresponding to the chord length S ′T ′ in the unit circle,

and the distance of
_
S ′T ′ can be calculated as:

|

_
S ′T ′| = 2λ = 2 arcsin(|S ′T ′|/2), (7)

where |S ′T ′| refers to the Euclidean distance between S ′ and
T ′ on sphere.

After defining the spherical distance, the distance between
feature vectors defined in Eqs. 1 and 2 can be rewritten as:√

‖cS ′/σc − cT ′/σc‖2 + |
_
S ′T ′|, (8)

where cS ′ and cT ′ refer to the color vectors of the points S ′

and T ′ after the spherical projection.
Fig. 1 gives a comparison between typical 2D edit propaga-

tionmethods [10], [16] and our method. Results show that our
method can effectively remove the seam on the borders and
smoothly propagate features near the top and bottom regions
due to the spherical definition.

D. ACCELERATION
Since 360◦ panoramas capture the entire scene in all direc-
tions, they typically contain much more pixels than ordinary
images, usually in the millions or more, which brings much
more computational burden for editing tasks. For efficient
propagation, we adopted the multi-resolution speedup strat-
egy in [6], which performed edit propagation in the down-
sampled input and then upsampled the result to the original
size using the guided image filtering [35]. To propagate the
edits on sphere, we use the great circle distance to measure
the actual distance between pixels, see Eqs. 7 and 8. However,
the calculation of arcsin and sqrt are very time-consuming.
We instead pre-build a look-up table for both functions ahead,
and the function value of a given point can be queried from the
look-up table or approximated by its neighbors using linear
interpolation.

IV. RESULTS
A. EVALUATIONS
The images used in the experiments are collected from
the Internet by the authors, and all of them have free
license. Our experiments are performed on a PC with an

AMD Ryzen 7 Pro 4750U, 1.7GHz CPU, and 32GB RAM.
We implemented our algorithm in C++, and set K = 30,
σc = 0.1, σp = 1.0 for all cases. The evaluation of the
algorithm includes the comparisonwith previous state-of-the-
art methods in quality and in efficiency. In all examples,
the white strokes are used to indicate regions to relight, and
the black ones are to indicate regions to remain unchanged,
while other colors indicate the target color of the edit-
ing tasks. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method,
we apply our method to several different editing tasks, includ-
ing recoloring, relighting, alpha blending, cartoon editing,
and video editing. Comparisons are made with state-of-the-
art methods on these tasks, and we use propagation masks,
spherical and zoom-in views for the visualization and com-
parison of results.

Compared with previous methods, our method is more
efficient and effective on 360◦ panoramas, especially for
those with a huge number of pixels. The reason is that pre-
vious methods did not consider the spherical characteristic of
360◦ panoramas, and the feature vector and distance metric
are defined on 2D plane, which may lead to a visible ‘‘seam’’
on the left and right borders, and inconsistent propagations
near the top and bottom regions. In addition, previous meth-
ods mainly focus on the editing of normal size images, and
they are less effective and efficient when editing panoramas
with tens of millions of pixels.

We first compare our method with previous sampling-
based method [16], and the results in Fig. 1 show that their
method is not effective in propagating edits over the sphere.
The reason is that they did not consider the spherical structure
while sampling, and their parameters need to be carefully
adjusted, which limits its practicability. In addition, their
method is very time-consuming, and requires 5∼20 seconds
to process images with normal size. In contrast, our method
is designed according to the spherical nature of 360◦ panora-
mas. We improve the sampling-based method by applying
adaptive sampling on sphere, which can produce seam-free
and smooth editing results with fewer samples. In addition,
our method can generate visually satisfying results without
too much careful tuning of parameters. More comparisons
with [10] also show the advantages of our method, see the
spherical and zoom-in views.
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FIGURE 4. Comparison of different sampling strategies. In the upper part, column 1 shows the input panorama and its quantization result, and columns
2-3 show the editing results by using random sampling and our adaptive sampling strategies. For better comparison, we use the marked arrows to
indicate the regions where two different approaches generate most different results. Samples and propagation masks are attached on the image for
better illustration. In the lower part, we further compare no-sampling, fully-random sampling [7] and our adaptive sampling strategies in terms of the
number of samples, accuracy, and computation time, and provide the images showing the differences (multiplied by 8) between the results generated by
the sampling and non-sampling methods.

TABLE 1. Performance comparison of our method with sampling-based method [7] and state-of-the-art spherical edit propagation [6].

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of different sampling strate-
gies. We first compare the random sampling strategy [7]
and our adaptive sampling strategy. For the sake of fairness,
we set the same number of samples for both methods. In this

experiment, the input image was quantized using 30 clusters,
and 34 samples were extracted from the strokes. The experi-
mental results and comparison show that our adaptive strategy
can generate more uniformly distributed samples to represent
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FIGURE 5. Edit propagation results using different number of samples as RBF centers. Columns 1 to 4 show the editing results of our method and the
difference images (multiplied by 8 times) to the results of [7], using 7, 14, 29 and 58 samples respectively. We also provide propagation masks for better
comparison.

FIGURE 6. Results of step-by-step editing. Column 1 shows the strokes and result by the first step editing, which turns the grass yellow. Column 2 shows
the strokes and result by the second step editing, which darkens the sky. Column 3 shows the original input strokes, and the final result that combines
the recoloring and relighting results. We provide a propagation mask at each step, and a spherical view of the final result.

the color features on strokes, and can generate more satis-
fying editing results. We also compare no-sampling, fully-
random sampling [7] and our adaptive sampling strategies in
terms of the number of samples, accuracy, and computation
time. In our implementation, the no-sampling method takes
all pixels in the input strokes as samples, and the fully-
random sampling [7] randomly selects 5% of all pixels in
the input strokes as samples. Results show that more sam-
ples can achieve more accurate propagation, but take much
more time. The differences between the results generated
by the sampling and no-sampling methods, and the relative
mean square (RMS) errors vividly show that our method
can efficiently produce comparable results using fewer
samples.

To evaluate the effects of using different number of sam-
ples, we compare the results of edit propagation using
different number of samples on strokes. See Fig. 5, in
this example, we set ξu = −72.2◦ for the green stroke,
ξu = 36.2◦ for the black one, η = 1.6 for all strokes, and the
total number of samples is 29. We also make comparisons
by increasing or decreasing the number of samples, and the
number of samples is set manually. The editing results and
propagation masks vividly show that too few samples can
not effectively propagate features to the whole image, and
adding samples can improve the edit propagation. However,
when the number of samples reaches a certain amount, it will
not bring significant improvement. For quantitative evalua-
tions, we also compare our results generated from a different
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FIGURE 7. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods. The input panorama and strokes are provided in the first line. Based on the above input,
we provide editing results by [6], [9] and our method. We also provide propagation masks, spherical and zoom-in views for better comparison.

FIGURE 8. Comparison with edit propagation method on cyclic images. We give two sets of results, and each set gives the result by Li et al. [7], their
improved result by considering cyclic images, and our result. We provide propagation masks, spherical and zoom-in views for better comparison.

number of samples with the result of [7], using the difference
images and the RMS errors, which show that our method
can achieve comparable results with fewer samples. Actually,
for 360◦ panoramas with tens of millions of pixels, the large
number of samples may introduce a considerable increase in
computation. See Tab. 1, the method in [7] takes much more

time than our method due to the large number of randomly
selected samples.

To show the process of editing by multiple strokes, we pro-
vide an example of edit propagation which targets both
recoloring and relighting, see Fig. 6. After drawing mul-
tiple strokes (see the last column), we first focus on the
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FIGURE 9. More results and comparisons. We provide more examples and comparisons with Chen et al. [10]. The spherical and zoom-in views vividly
show the advantages of our method.

FIGURE 10. Foreground selection and alpha blending of 360◦ panoramas.

recoloring, so the color of strokes for relighting turns black,
which indicates that the sky region should keep unchanged.
Then, we move to the sky relighting, and the yellow strokes
for recoloring turn black, which helps to keep the grassland
unchanged. The final editing result is obtained by a linear
combination of the results of the above two steps.

Comparison with state-of-the-art methods is shown in
Fig. 7. The first column shows the results produced by the
manifold preserving method in [9], which generates visible
seams due to the limitation of 2D planar distance metrics.
As shown in the middle column, the state-of-the-art work
for spherical edit propagation [6] can effectively remove the
seam on borders and produce more visually pleasing results,
due to its spherical distance measurement. However, since
the manifold preserving structure defined on sphere is not
stable, their method still generates artifacts in smooth regions,

see the red arrows in the sky region. Compared with [6],
our spherical edit propagation based on function interpolation
generates more natural and smooth results.

We further compare our results with the edit propagation
method on cyclic images, which can be obtained by pro-
jecting the equirectangular panorama onto a cylinder. See
Fig. 8, compared with the traditional 2D edit propagation
method [7], the cylinder-based propagation can effectively
alleviate the seam issue on the left and right borders of
equirectangular images due to the distance metrics defined on
a cylinder. However, disconnections can still be seen from the
zoom-in views. In contrast, our sphere-based propagation can
completely remove the seam on borders and enable smoother
propagation of edits on 360◦ panoramas.
We give more results in Fig. 9, where comparisons are

made between [10] and our method. The spherical and
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FIGURE 11. Edit propagation of 360◦ cartoon panoramas.

zoom-in views vividly show the advantages of our method
in these examples, where the edits are smoothly propagated,
and the left and right borders remain continuous after editing.

B. PERFORMANCE
We report the performance of different methods in Tab. 1,
including the 2D edit propagation method based on the
RBF interpolation [7], the state-of-the-art spherical manifold
preserving method [6], and our method. Take Fig. 4 for
example, our total time cost is 1.66s, including the adaptive
sampling, RBF interpolation, and multi-resolution process-
ing. In comparison, the traditional RBF interpolation based
method [7] takesmuchmore time due to the random sampling
and the large number of samples needed to achieve appro-
priate results. The method of Zhang et al. [6] is also time-
consuming, which is caused by the K-D tree manipulations
and energy minimization. Experiments on multiple cases
show that our method is much more efficient than those state-
of-the-art methods.

C. APPLICATIONS
Our method also enables many interesting applications in
360◦ panorama editing. Fig. 10 shows examples of alpha

blending of 360◦ panoramas. We first let users draw white
and black strokes to specify foreground and background
respectively, and the propagation mask is calculated for
further editing. We then blend the input and target 360◦

panoramas using the propagation masks as the alpha val-
ues. The two examples in Fig. 10 show that the ground
and sky of the input panoramas are seamlessly replaced by
the grassland and blue sky of other panoramas. We also
apply our edit propagation to cartoon panoramas with hard
boundaries. See Fig. 11, results and comparison with [10]
vividly show the effectiveness and advantages of our
method.

We further extend our method to 360◦ video edit-
ing. To propagate edits in videos, another time dimen-
sion should be added, so the feature vector becomes fi =
{ci/σc,pi/σp, ti/σt }, where σt is used to control the impor-
tance of the time dimension. To effectively propagate edits
across frames, we set a big value 10 to σt , and ti is normalized
as ti = ti/Nf , where Nf is the number of frames. The
feature vector distance in Eq. 8 is modified by adding the
temporal distance |ti/σt − tj/σt |. Fig. 12 gives the editing
results on 360◦ videos, and the edits on key frames can be
effectively propagated across other frames. We also provide
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FIGURE 12. Edit propagation on 360◦ videos. To evaluate the propagation results, we also provide the propagation masks of different strokes.

the propagation masks of different strokes to evaluate the
propagation result of each frame.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a function interpolation based method
for fast and effective edit propagation on 360◦ panoramas.
We first quantize the colors of the input panorama and then
adaptively select representative samples to construct smooth
functions in the affinity space, according to the diversity of
local color distribution. For seam-free and consistent propa-
gation on the sphere, we incorporate the spherical metrics into
the calculation of pixel distance on equirectangular panora-
mas. We further propose an acceleration scheme for fast
propagation on ultra high definition panoramas, including the
multi-resolution strategy and the look-up table based function
approximation. Experiments and comparisons on multiple
editing tasks demonstrate that ourmethod is effective for 360◦

panoramas editing and is advantageous over existing state-of-
the-art methods in terms of speed and visual effects.

Our method still suffers from some limitations: (1) the
function interpolation based method may produce halo
artifacts at regions with color blending; (2) since there are
no hard constraints, the results might be unsatisfactory when
placing different edits on regions with similar colors.

In the future, we will add more semantic features such
as scene structure [36], emotion [37], and attention mech-
anism [38], and apply the deep learning framework [39] to
enable high-level edits on 360◦ panoramas.
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